EC DECLARATION OF
CONFORMITY

This certifies that the following designated product

**Product Name:** Take-Out Robot
**Model Name:** VECT-1300S, VECT-1300SL, VECT-800D, VECT-800DL, VECT-800S, VECT-800SL
**Rated Input voltage:** 100-240 VAC~
**Rated Frequency:** 50/60Hz

Related standards for Low Voltage Directives:

Test Report No. : BWS-07-EC-0025

This declaration is the responsibility of the manufacturer / importer

_MANUFACTURE: HY ROBOTICS Co., Ltd._
_173-228, Gajwa-Dong, Seo-Gu, Incheon, Korea_

The Product herewith complies with the requirements of EMC Directive 89/336/EEC (as amended by 92/31/EEC), and is marked in accordance with the CE Marking Directive 93/68/EEC.

**Manufacturer**
HY ROBOTICS Co., Ltd.
173-228, Gajwa-Dong, Seo-Gu,
Incheon, Korea

(Date) 2007.10.9
(Signature) DAE WOONG KANG

HANYANG ROBOTICS CO.